The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. eleganrf is currently under st~dycl-~, as a model radiob~o-logical system, including an investigation of gene mutations from exposure to galactic cosmic radiation. N e l s~n (~*~) has reviewed several of the properties of C. elegans that favour their use in understanding the biological properties of heavy charged particles, especially for genetic processes, and their mutagenesis rates have been measured for several heavy ion beamd3). Experimental data for ion and photon production of recessive lethal mutations in C, elegans are considered in order to obtain response parameters for the description of this endpoint in the track structure model. This is the first time the track structure model has been used for an animal system.
TRACK STRUCTURE MODEL
The celluYar track model of Katz et attributes biological damage from energetic ions to secondary electrons (delta rays) produced aiong the ion's path. The effects caused by energetic ions are correlated with those of gamma rays by assuming that sensitive sites near the ion's path are part of a larger system irradiated with gamma rays at the same dose, and are then studied through rhe radial dose distribution. The response due to ion effects is then determined by knowledge of the gamma ray response and the delta ray dose surrounding the ion's path. For a muftitarget response with target number m, the inactivation of cells is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution reflecting the random accumulation of sublethal damage with a radiosensitivity parameter &. The target number refers to the number of sensitive sites wh~ch must be damaged for the response to occur.
For the inactivation of cells by ions, two modes are identified: 'ion-kill' which conksponcis to intratrack effects and 'gamma-kill' which curresponds to intertrack effects. Here the ion-kill mode describes the single particle inactivation with cross section o.
The inactivation cross section for a sensitive site is:
where fi is the average dose at the sensitive site at radical distance t from the ion's delta rays. The description of cell damage is separated by Katz et al into a so-called grain count regime, where inactivation occurs randomly along the path of the particle, and into the so-called track width regme, where many inactivations occur to sensitive targets not intersected by the particle's path, and are said to be distributed like a 'hairy rope'. In the grain count regime, o may be. parameterised as where oo is the plateau value of the cross section and p is the ion velocity. The effective charge number is given by
and K is a parameter related to the radius af the sensitive site a. (within the nucleus of a ceiI) by
The transition from the grain count regime to the track width regime is observed to take place at a value of Z * 2 /~@ 2 of about 4. At Iower values we are in the grain count regime and at higher values the track width regime.
The fraction of cetls damaged in the ion-kill mode is P = crfcro. Note that in the track width F. A. CISCINOTTA, 5. W. WILSON and R. KATZ ,gme , and if is assumed that P = 1. The Do = 68 GY, as shown inFigure These ~a r a m e t e~ a fraction of the ion's are chosen after considering fhe entire set of data,
-P) acts cumuianvely that for other including both gamma ray and charged Particle pahcies in the gsmma-kill mode. The mutated data.
of an initial c e~~u l a r popujation N~, whose The plateau value of the action cross section for rponse parameters are m, E[), and r or a, after recesswe lethal mutations is seen to be near inad,ation by a suence of panicles F is then written 0.2 pm2 from the data'"-The fitted value of is 0.25 p,m2 The parameter tc is found to be 7 0 .
With these four parameters the measured rates are where compared with the calculated mutation rates in Figures 2-4 , using linear scales. ,411 data are n, = e-cF (6) reproduced to within a factor 2 or better. In is the ion-kilf probab~hty and evaluating these radiosensitivity parameters some experimental data were neglected, especially when n, = 1 -(1 -e-"'b m 4 (7) is the gamma-kill probab~lity. The gamma-kill fraction is
where D is the absorbed dose. The track struct model is next applied to evaluate mutation r from charged particles. the data were obtained with ion beams close to the Bragg peak since fragmentation and other effects complicate the comparisons of theory with experiment.
RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR RECESS1 LETI-IAL MUTATIONS
All earlier applications of track theory to radiobiology have been made wlth data obtained with molecules (enzymes, vhses, DNA) and cells.
These data are the first application to an organism. It is gratifying that the four parameter model applies even to lethal mutations in an organism, and that the numerical values of the parameters obtained here are not inconsistent with those obtained from the analysis of mutations and transformations of cells is of interest. Hopefully radiobiologists concerned with fundamental mechanisms will take note of these results.
